„If you fail, the world will fall!“

This is how it erstwhile droned admonishingly out of the Universe.
Today these words again swing above you.
Inexorably the „RELEASE“ rolls toward Earth which is still governed by the intellect.
Like an arrow it penetrates your tenacious World of Matter to take effect everywhere,
even in the most concealed corners.
The intervals between events increasingly shorten.
The souls already lingering in the sleep of death hardly sense the transformation of
these times.
In hubristic desperation the intellect swings the whip one last time to bring about the
most intense activity. It believes to be playing its trump card once again in this world
with its superiority. With the greatest exertion it apparently still controls all that
happens on Earth. It envelops the spirit with an impenetrable layer of its most
cunning sophistry. With its strongest ally, the feeling, incited by vanity, it smothers
any protest by the spirit from the very outset.
But the World approaches its transformation. The circle of Light already
encompasses everything and compresses all happenings evermore tightly.
But man questions in the intellect, attempts to seek help there.
Thus the spirit gets bogged down in its indolence and waits for awakening through
Light-happenings.
The spirit, however, will not be awoken.
Only when it leaves its abode must it awaken to realise its neglect. But then it is too
late. It experiences its fall, its disintegration, until it has been effaced from the Book
of Life.
You, who have received all this knowledge, do not recognise this even in these
times. You are biding your time to see what may come out of the Light.
Never mind, continue sleeping; as you protect your illusory world the entire
happening quietly passes you by ...
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But you do not notice it.
Again and again experiences approach you. But your ears are closed. You analyse
with the intellect without allowing the spirit to partake. You hold it fast in the feeling.
Your vanity and selfish desires are too great to recognise in spirit.
You still pay too much attention to all the material happening.
You seek to protect your circumstances. But these are a façade from the Darkness
to blind and distract you.
You perceive neither the substantiate nor the spiritual happening. You believe this
is due to the blindfold that is placed on you.
But it is not the blindfold, it is your indolence and the rigidity that keeps you blind and
deaf.
Not even recognising substantiality around you, you already believe to be grasping
that which is spiritual.
The many substantiate beings are disappointed to see that you indeed hold to the
„Holy Word“, your intuition, however, has not developed one single step further.
Otherwise you would already perceive the substantiate world differently.
In this alone lies a clear indication for you that you are still retaining the Word in your
intellect. It touches you, but you allow the intellect to examine before you absorb.
But the intellect only lets that pass which it has processed for itself and which
therefore does not pose a threat to it.
It blocks the awakening of the spirit, and it in turn comfortably basks in what has
been proffered as a substitute: vanity, the most evil and insidious creeper of the
Darkness.
Your inability to expand within has nothing to do with the blindfold. You remain in
your rigid world rather than make room in recognition of yourselves.
Learn, you human spirits, learn to recognise yourself and the World. Perceive all
that is substantiate, for it speaks to you, daily.
In antiquity men still discerned the great elemental beings, gave them names,
conversed and communed with them, deemed them to be gods. They knew of
Valhalla and the Olympus. This is the foundation upon which to divine that which
is spiritual.
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You feel superior to these ancients, but you do not even grasp the simplest ethereal
world in your immediate vicinity even though it is one with you.
Why? Because you are unable to do anything other than rely on your intellect.
At best you give free reign to your feeling. Then you feel quite exalted already in the
belief to sense inner values. But examine yourself carefully as well as what you really
perceive around and within you, and you will recognise whether it is your intuition
flaring up or whether it is merely your feeling in a sensual orgy feigning a cosy,
pleasant connection ...
You can only grasp what is Spiritual when you have fully grasped Substantiality.
This, however, you are to learn already in childhood.
But you miss this opportunity, in your upbringing, in the schools, everywhere.
Now you must make up for it.
„Become as little children“, Jesus already demanded.
This demand is as valid today as it ever was.
This, too, you captured only in the intellect.
Look for once into the eyes of a child with a still alert spirit that has not yet learned
to speak. One could be forgiven for believing that it is thinking, but it is unable to do
so as it cannot form words in the intellect. What kind of a consciousness do you see
there?
Take a close look, but do not frighten it. You will be astounded. The child perceives
its substantiate surrounding, it still lives entirely in its intuition.
It has a consciousness, much stronger than you as adults can fathom. This should
be the basis for the continued development toward spiritual recognition. However,
with the formation of the intellect all this is smothered. Thus, as an adult it becomes
impossible to discern what is spiritual. When the spirit breaks through it is missing
this bridge. It briefly flares up only to return to its deep sleep in order to cede the
territory to the intellect.
Therefore, finally learn to recognise the World, become as little children and first
learn to discern substantiality in its working.
Pay attention to the area around your midriff. It is here where your soul vibrates,
where your free will lies.
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Here you have to become more sensitive. The substantiate beings can help, for they
make contact with you there, providing you with support and warning.
As soon as you sense this, you will be able to recognise how you are to work in spirit
consciously.
Learn to intuit like the children.
But you must not attempt this in your head.
In this way your spiritual helper will be capable of establishing contact with you more
clearly.
Be vigilant, though, not to attract dark souls which can approach you via your vanity
and, consequently, via your feeling. The gulf of your selfish desires is the worst
snare.
This danger is greater than you can imagine.
----Should you then want to clothe in words what you have absorbed, it still necessitates
the conversion via the small brain to the frontal brain. Then your words will be
vibrantly suffused by the spirit.
Sometimes, though, it is better you keep silent and do not put it into words. In this
way you retain the potency. You will be exerting influence ever more incisively and
will excel yourselves. You connect with centres of light which you become able to
contribute to building.
Pay attention to the vicinity of the midriff. There is the seat of your “being”, your true
consciousness. From here everything is to emanate, and here again everything is
to enter. Therefore, if you want to work with your spirit, emit out of the region of your
midriff, and when you examine what comes to you from the outside, do it there.
There decide what you permit to be within you. Only this allow your intellect to
reshape for the material world.
Do not authorise the intellect itself to examine, but give to it for processing what you
have sifted in spirit.
This, however, you will only accomplish once you are able, in your head, to do
without the importance of this material world, and you recognise it for what it is,
a façade. Only then is the path clear for the spirit.
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Like a little child; it, too, does not yet see values in your world.
Let the luminous substantiate beings help you hereby.
Indescribable happiness comes over you when this energy flows; a state of bliss
beyond compare to anything in the material world.
This does not mean you are to dismiss the material world. Should you, however,
want to recognise and mature in spirit, you must be able to do without it.
Only in this way do you draw off the strength from the intellect the spirit itself urgently
needs to take effect.
But take heed, here, too, is a fallacy; should you sense a tingling that causes you to
shiver with excitement, then this has nothing to do with the spirit. You need to feel
free and light in the course of this.
Make room and expand within in this way. Light-centres will retroact upon you with
undreamt-of energies. No earthly sorrow can then bring you any harm. Not because
you will be spared, no, but because it will not encumber you.
Do not try to understand it in your head.
With the intellect you can only perceive your own imagination but never living events.
Only then will you belong to those human beings which have become anew.
----There is one more thing for you to do:
Convey to those who can still be saved luminous vitality!
You can find these everywhere. Some are not viewed favourably by the earthly laws,
but this does not count.
But each must do this for himself.
Your community is meant only for the spirit through a connection of radiation.
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Free of human pride look out for alert spirits. You will thereby encounter some who
already stand far above you spiritually yet still need the impetus, the impulse from
you. You shall pave the way for such.
BUT DO NOT HAWK THE WORD AROUND!
Do not talk and prattle everywhere. Keep silent and live the Word through your
“being”. Like a mysterious call from the homeland, your aura will affect those who still
bear the longing within. You then need do nothing other than to “BE” and to refer to
the Word.
You, who have already received the Ray of Light, must break the first ground.
Do not assume this is of no concern to you.
You are the ones who are to carry the Light into the World. Awake and make room,
and your intuition shall inflame by virtue of the reciprocal action from luminous
centres.
But in the earthly sense you must do it on your own, the community only impedes
you.
Make it the goal of your journey here on Earth. Your day’s work, everything must be
aglow with and animated by this desire.
Listen, you readers of the „Holy Word“: You are to bring alive the Word within you,
so that it shines through your nature.
Do not attempt to tell the people how they ought to live, but live in a way that causes
them to inquire. And if you are asked, consider whether the inquirer is serious, then
decide whether to respond. Then, however, your answer is to be clear and not
informed by the intellect, otherwise you will again only address the intellect.
A great many spirits yearn for it. But their intellect resists. Do not try to persuade it;
aim and work past it, and you help the spirit.
Do not give too much weight to how people around you react to you. Many a curious
thing will occur. You will encounter hate and distrust or admiration and veneration;
but you will not find indifference. Here you recognise the effect of your being.
But take heed that you do not fall in vanity as soon as you notice all this. Remain
humble; otherwise the people will look for guilt in you because they sense your
failure.
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Everywhere you believe to have encountered a seeking spirit, cast an anchor of light,
and then let these go on their way; a ray of light will then find them.
Should many a spirit want to follow you, permit him for a while to accompany you on
your path.
Listen, you readers of the holy Word, with your life here on Earth you stand in the
Light and bear a heavy burden of responsibility.
Let your spirit come alive. Do not close yourself to recognition. You are one with the
spiritual-substantiate world; connect with it.
Become new!
Hear the Words the Lord once spoke:
“Crossbearers, awaken to the new way, let go of old and learned habits, be the
first to become new before the world, even in your everyday thinking and action!
There is nothing that does not need to have to become new; this I have already
called out to you a hundred times!
The beginning must be with you! Without a beginning there is no progress!
If you fail, the world will fall!”
----The circle of Light closes.
Thus the words out of the expanse fade away.
-----

Signed Simon
7th of May 2013
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